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Designer Takes

How to Get Inspired—
Again!—While WFH
Indefinitely
As work-from-home life wears on, AD PRO investigates new sources of
inspiration
By Michelle Sinclair Colman
March 11, 2021
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Take it from the World Health Organization, which calls
pandemic fatigue a demotivation that emerges “gradually
over time and [is] affected by a number of emotions,
experiences and perceptions”: This brand of fatigue extends
far beyond upholding pandemic protocols to a general
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malaise of meh. The seemingly never-ending working from
home has thrown many of us into a world where being on or
off the clock is increasingly indistinguishable.

benefits that only
members get to
experience.

Finding inspiration without going anywhere becomes a daily
Sisyphean task. In the pre-pandemic era, most design professionals found inspiration through such
dreamy activities as traveling, dining out, and meeting with clients and friends in far-flung locations.
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So, we asked interior designers and other industry creatives how they have continued to keep their
creative juices flowing. From traveling through bookshelves and photo libraries, to experiencing nature
and isolation, their responses are indeed inspiring.
A journey through a photo library
Natalie Kraiem, design and project director at Natalie Kraiem Interiors, was lucky enough to visit Paris
in February 2020 just before the lockdown. “It was both a work and inspirational trip to Paris and Vald'Oise. I visited museums, exhibitions, and shopped in the famous antique market, Marché St Ouen. I
walked the streets of Paris taking pictures and gathering all the inspiration and memories.”
She reminisces, “My phone’s 93,000 photos and organized photo albums are very helpful when I want
to look back into beautiful places, furniture, design fairs, and even memories. These pictures always
give me inspiration.”
Beyond her own photo library, Kraiem indulges in Instagram. “It’s always fresh and brings a lot of
inspiration. It’s a way of keeping up with other designers, beautiful rooms, new vendors, hotels,
restaurants, etc. I discovered so many talented artists and manufacturers that don’t even need a store to
showcase their work. I like to connect with vendors from different countries and it’s been interesting to
check on each other during these difficult times. In a way, the solidarity and connections became
stronger, despite the distance.”
Breaking free from the digital world
Lisa Schiff, the founder and principal of SFA Art Advisory, finds she is busier than ever and her biggest
challenge is not tuning in, but turning off. “I’m on FaceTime or Zoom all day long. We are working so
heavily online that now I’m more distracted than ever.” Schiff laments that “when you’re in a digital
world, it is a world of abundance where anything can be made or delivered. My time is getting sucked
away by the sheer number of things offered every single day. In today’s world, time is the most precious
currency.”
When Schiff finds she has reached her max digital exposure, she says, “I hit the streets and go to
galleries and see art. That is the most inspiring thing. I get out there, talk to people live, see things at
least once a week. The digital world is exhausting.”
A trip to your own library
Atlanta-based Justin Q. Williams, interior designer and HGTV Design Star: Next Gen contestant, found
that the pandemic may have closed many things but it opened his mind.
“During such a crazy period in all of our lives, we’ve had a moment to sit down, read more, research
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more, and spend more time with our thoughts. I’ve been able to find inspiration in being even more
creative to develop designs that I may have detoured from in the past, just a tad bit more out there, to
truly make my clients’ homes extremely unique and dig more into making home not only comfortable,
but a fun and stunning place to be for them,” Williams tells AD PRO.
Similarly, the grand dame of interior decorating Bunny Williams has also become quite a bookworm. “I
have found my library a great source of inspiration, as well as going through my stacks and stacks of
old magazines. My books have never been so important, and having time to really look at them has
been amazing.”
A photosynthesis prescription
Maryah Greene, plant stylist and doctor at Greene Piece, says, “It seems as though the more we become
uncertain about the timeline and lasting effects of the pandemic, the more I see an increase in clients
hoping to redesign their space to prioritize their mental and emotional health.”
As Greene’s business thrives on people’s desire to reconnect with nature, she maintains her motivation
by watching her clients “who have had a negative experience with plants at one time or another and are
taking the leap to get back into exploring nature within their homes as a result of the pandemic.”
Greene is also incredibly inspired by the wonder children possess for nature. “Seeing kids and adults
engage in the mindful activity of getting messy while repotting their plants, revamping their space to
prioritize their mental health, or simply caring for their plants on a daily basis reminds me that we all
equally crave interactions with nature, regardless of how old we are.”
Hitting the restart button
Architect Rafe Churchill, of Hendricks Churchill, shares, “I’ve started a return to my roots. I’m
spending more time outdoors, working on the house, and exploring our wooded property in Sharon,
Connecticut. Additionally, I feel a shift in personal priorities and professional design goals. I’ve always
been more interested in a simple way of life, but it’s easy to get distracted by the luxuries of our
industry. Getting back to basics includes simpler design programs, working with the right clients, and
establishing like-minded goals for the entire design team.”
Furniture-maker and sculptor Fitzhugh Karol finds, “With fewer inputs around us, generally, there has
been an opportunity to make work with less noise and outside influence. Keeping an active studio
practice and a regular routine makes time and space for the outflow of new ideas—can’t let them die on
the vine.”
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